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Electropolishing (EP) is a standard process for the treatment of the interior surface of niobium (Nb)
superconducting radio-frequency (SRF) cavities used in particle accelerators. We previously conducted a
study on vertical electropolishing (VEP), in which the cavity was set vertically during EP of a 1.3 GHz Nb
single-cell cavity. In that study, we showed that the major cause of asymmetric removal in VEP is the
accumulation of hydrogen gas bubbles, generated during the EP process, on the upper half cell of the cavity.
Three types of unique rotating cathodes were tested with the aim to resolve the issues of asymmetric
removal and rough surface. Appropriate cathode design and parameters reduced the asymmetric removal in
the cell and yielded a smooth surface of the cavity. In this study, we have performed an extensive
investigation on VEP of both single- and nine-cell Nb 1.3 GHz cavities with a modified cathode. The VEP
parameters with single- and nine-cell coupon cavities were investigated, which facilitate an in situ study of
the coupon currents at various positions of the cavities and observation from the viewports located near the
iris and equator positions of the cavities. The modified cathode and optimized VEP process for the single-
cell cavity yielded uniform removal in the cavity cell and a smooth surface of the interior of the cavity.
A novel acid flow method that allows the separation of the acid flow in the cavity and cathode housing was
employed in the nine-cell cavity to efficiently remove the gas bubbles from the cavity. The optimized acid
flow rates in the cavity and cathode housing, along with other adequate parameters including temperature,
cathode rotation speed, and applied voltage, made the surface smooth and significantly reduced the removal
nonuniformity in the nine-cell cavity. The single- and nine-cell cavities after an average removal of 46 and
130 μm, respectively, were tested in a vertical cryostat. The single- and nine-cell cavities achieved
31 MV=m at a Q0 value of 9 × 109 and 28.3 MV=m at a Q0 value of 6.7 × 109, respectively, in the rf tests
at the temperature of 2 K. The achieved SRF performances were as good as the baseline performances
achieved after the horizontal electropolishing process of the same cavities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Niobium (Nb) superconducting radio-frequency (SRF)
cavities are used in particle accelerators [1] such as
the Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator
Facility (CEBAF) at Jefferson Lab, European X-ray Free
Electron Laser (XFEL), and other proposed accelerators.

A good SRF performance of the cavity is attained with a
damage- and contaminant-free smooth surface in the
interior of the cavity. The top 100–200�μm-thick surface
layer, which is damaged when the cavity is formed, is
removed by surface chemistry including buffered chemical
polishing (BCP) or electropolishing (EP) [2]. BCP is
performed in an acid solution of phosphoric acid
(H3PO4), nitric acid (HNO3), and hydrofluoric acid (HF)
in a volumetric ratio of 1∶1∶1 or 2∶1∶1 [3]. The EP
process, which was first introduced for cavity treatment by
Ref. [4], is performed in an acid solution of sulfuric acid
(H2SO4) and HF in a volumetric ratio of 9∶1 and with a
counter cathode electrode made of pure aluminum [5]. The
HF acid is responsible for the removal of the Nb material in
both BCP and EP [6]. In BCP, the Nb material is removed
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by chemical etching of the surface in the acid solution. In
the EP process, the surface removal occurs under the
current limiting condition in which fluorine ions (F−)
from HF diffuse through a diffusion layer lying on the
interface of the Nb surface and the electrolyte [7–10].
The F− ions react with niobium oxide to dissolve the Nb
material [7–10]. The EP process shows superiority over the
BCP process. The EP process yields a smooth surface as
compared to that obtained with the BCP process [11].
Moreover, the EP process results in a better SRF perfor-
mance of the cavities as compared to that achieved with the
BCP process [5,11–15]. Specifically, the BCP process leads
to a high field Q slope in a quality factor (Q0) versus
accelerating field (Eacc) curve [16,17] and quenching of the
cavities at lower fields compared to that with the EP process
[13]. A high field Q slope in a Q0ðEaccÞ curve is observed
after both BCP and EP. However, the Q slope can be
efficiently removed only from the electropolished (EPed)
cavities [17]. A rough surface, although not only this, with
sharp steps on the grain boundaries [18] with BCP is
considered to be responsible for the limiting SRF perfor-
mance of the cavity [19]. The EP process is therefore
preferred for surface treatment of high gradient Nb cavities.
The EP process was successfully employed to the cavities
used in accelerator machines like CEBAF and the European
XFEL machine.
EP of the accelerating cavities is generally performed in

horizontal posture, and, hence, it is called horizontal
electropolishing (HEP), a technique developed at the
KEK in Japan [1,20]. Before development of the HEP
setup, the cavity was also EPed in its vertical position at
the KEK [12]. However, the HEP was preferred over the
vertical EP (VEP) process, because, in the case of the latter,
the generated hydrogen (H2) gas bubbles on the cathode left
bubble traces on the cavity surface [12]. The HEP, there-
fore, has been adopted as a successful method worldwide
[7,21–24]. The effect of this method has been proven by
good SRF performances of the approximately 800 Nb
elliptical 1.3 GHz cavities used in the European XFEL
machine. In contrast, the HEP process requires a massive
and expensive setup to rotate the cavity in the EP process,
to turn the whole bulky setup in the horizontal posture,
and to finally put the cavity in the vertical posture for
the acid drainage and post-EP rinsing with water. A simple
and cost-effective VEP system was developed at Cornell
University to treat the single- and nine-cell cavities [25,26].
Cornell University used a rotating cathode equipped with
paddles for agitation of the electrolyte in the cavity cell and
a cathode bag for guiding the gas bubbles along the cathode
[26–28]. The 1.3 GHz Nb nine-cell cavities showed
good SRF performances after VEP, with an average field
gradient (E) of 30� 6 MV=m and a quality factor (Q0)
of ð1.7� 2Þ × 1010 at 2 K [28]. VEP facilities were
also developed in other laboratories [29,30]. The simple
VEP setup and rf results have attracted the interest of

researchers, as it can be used for minimizing the cost of
large-scale projects such as the proposed International
Linear Collider (ILC), which will require ∼9000
1.3 GHz nine-cell Nb SRF cavities. Besides the HF
acid-based VEP, to reduce the cost of the surface treatment
and make the treatment environmentally friendly, the
bipolar EP, based on reverse pulse voltage and HF acid-
free, is also under research and development [31–33].
Although the VEP process is performed with a simple

and cost-effective system, it usually results in a longitudinal
asymmetry in the removal and rough surface with bubble
stripes [28,34,35]. To make the removal symmetric, VEP is
performed in two sequences, and the cavity is flipped in the
second sequence of the VEP. The process is, therefore, time
consuming. Efforts have been made to reduce the non-
uniformity in the removal using different shapes of the
cathode to obtain a uniform acid flow [34] and electric
field [36] on the surface of the cavity cell. However, the
aforementioned issues have not been resolved.
We are therefore still investigating VEP to perform it

without turning the cavity upside down for symmetric
removal. We have earlier reported [35] that the asymmetric
removal is supposed to be mainly the result of an
accumulation of H2 gas bubbles on the upper half cell
of a single-cell cavity [35]. The bubbles hitting the Nb
surface might alter the diffusion layer to enhance the EP
current and removal rate. To reduce bubble accumulation,
different versions of our patented unique cathode, called the
Ninja cathode, were used on the single-cell cavity [35]. The
cathode rotation at an adequate speed reduced the removal
asymmetry to a great extent. However, the removal asym-
metry was still present with 1.5 times higher removal near
the top iris compared to that near the bottom iris. The effect
of cathode design was also studied by measuring the
polarization curves, which are the curves of a current
density (J) against an applied voltage (V). A polarization
curve represents the current limiting plateau when the
diffusion condition, in which EP should be performed, is
satisfied [35]. The curves explained the cavity’s surface
morphologies after VEP under different conditions [35].
The EP process on the Nb surface has been extensively
studied to understand the mechanism and its effect on the
surface contamination. However, the aforementioned stud-
ies were mainly performed at the laboratory scale with
small samples of Nb and single-cell cavities [8–10,25,
35–39]. A systematic parametric study of the nine-cell
cavity to understand the effect of VEP parameters at
different positions of the cavity has not been performed,
and the VEP conditions are yet to be optimized for
achieving uniform removal and a smooth surface. Here,
we intend to present a detailed VEP parametric study with a
modified Ninja cathode for single- and nine-cell cavities,
novel approaches for acid flow, the cavity performance in rf
tests, and comparisons of VEP results with those achieved
with the standard HEP process.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Ninja cathode

Three types of Ninja cathodes, namely, NC-1, NC-2, and
NC-3, were presented earlier [35]. The NC-3 was prepared
with partial metal blades to maintain the cathode near the
equator position. The partial metal blades showed an
advantage over the insulating blades of the NC-2, as the
former yield a smooth equator surface at the same applied
voltage. The rough equator surface with the NC-2 was
attributed to the large anode-cathode distance and cathode
screening by gas bubbles that lowered the electric field on
the equator [35]. A drawback of using the partial metallic
blades is that the generated gas bubbles on the metallic
cathode blades accumulate on the upper half cell of the
cavity. In the case of the single-cell cavity, the bubble
accumulation on the surface was reduced by applying
cathode rotation at 50 rpm [35]. However, the NC-3 with
partial metal blades is not suitable for VEP of a nine-cell
cavity, because the gas bubbles generated on the blades in
each cell finally accumulate in an exceptionally large
quantity in the upper cells of the cavity.
A new cathode, called NC-4, was designed with four

insulating blades as in the NC-2, but the cathode surface
area was enlarged to minimize the cathode screening.
The cathode surface area, which was less than 10% of the
cavity surface area in the NC-2, was enhanced to be
approximately 35% by using more Al rods along with the
centered Al cathode pipe. The concept of enhancing the
cathode surface area is based on our laboratory EP
experiments, in which we studied the effect of the cathode
to anode surface area ratio and anode-cathode distance on
the EP plateaus in polarization curves. In these tests, both
the anode-cathode distance and cathode to anode surface
area ratio were varied from 2 to 15 cm and 2% to 50%,
respectively. It was observed that a large anode-cathode
distance leads to a shift in the EP plateau toward the
higher voltage side when the cathode to anode surface
area ratio is less than ∼10%. Additionally, an insulating
cathode housing, which has slits for the current flow
between the anode and cathode, is covered with a meshed
Teflon sheet so as to guide the bubbles inside the cathode
housing and reduce the bubble quantity in the cell. The
schematic of the cathode is shown in Fig. 1. The cathode
is inserted into a cavity, and the blades are expanded in
the cavity cell.

B. Coupon cavities

A 1.3 GHz single-cell Nb coupon cavity, as presented
earlier [35], was designed to study and optimize the VEP
parameters. Similar single-cell cavities have been used
earlier for surface analysis after HEP and barrel polishing
[40,41]. Six Nb disk coupons with a diameter of 8 mm are
set on the beam pipes, near the irises, and the equator
positions of the cavity. An EP current is measurable for the

individual coupon, where the coupon currents present the
EP information at the particular location of the cavity.
Moreover, the coupon surfaces after EP provide surface
state information of the cavity, which includes surface
morphology and contaminants. The surfaces of the coupons
can be analyzed with different surface analytical tools for
the surface morphology and chemical analyses. The single-
cell cavity also contains viewports at the equator and iris
positions for in situ observation during the EP process.
A unique and innovative nine-cell coupon cavity was also
designed and fabricated for finding the optimized VEP
parameters for multicell cavities. The nine-cell coupon
cavity contained a total of nine coupons and six viewports
at the equator and near the iris positions of the first, fifth,
and ninth cells of the cavity [42]. Figure 2 shows the nine-
cell coupon cavity with the coupon and viewport positions.
As in the single-cell coupon cavity, the EP currents for the
nine coupons can be measured, as the coupons are electri-
cally isolated from the cavity and the H2 gas bubbles can be
observed from the viewports. The coupons in the top (first),
center (fifth), and bottom (ninth) cells are compared to
find an impact of VEP on the longitudinal positions in the
vertical axis. All the coupons used in this study were
prepared using the same sheet of fine-grain polycrystalline
Nb material, from Tokyo Denkai, with an average grain size
of 30� 5 μm.

C. VEP setup

AVEP setup was designed with a cavity stand with the
cavity set in the vertical posture, an acid and water flow unit
with program-controlled electric valves, pumps for acid and
water, pipelines to flow acid and water from the upside or
downside, a touch panel screen to remotely control the flow
direction and rates, and interlocks for safety. Figure 3
shows the schematic of the VEP setup. The whole setup
was installed in a hall having a floor area of ∼25 m2. The
flow rate is measured with a flow meter set at the inlet line.
An acid tank with a capacity of 70 L was used. The tank
was prepared with meshed filters to reduce the circulation

FIG. 1. Schematic of the Ninja cathode with insulating blades,
cathode housing, Al cathode axial pipe, and four Al rods in the
insulating housing to enhance the cathode surface area. The
schematic on the right shows the cathode inside a cavity cell.
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of H2 gas bubbles. The operating temperature in the VEP
process was maintained by cooling the acid with a heat
exchanger set in the acid tank and by spraying water on the
exterior of the cavity. The water temperature was controlled
by another heat exchanger and a chiller. An ac motor with
variable speed was used for the cathode rotation. VEP was
performed with a power supply having a rated voltage/
current of 20 V=300 A. Temperature sensors were set on
the top and bottom beam pipes, top and bottom irises, and
the equator positions of a single-cell cavity. In the case of a
nine-cell cavity, a total of nine temperature sensors were
set on the top iris, bottom iris, and equator of the top,
center, and bottom cells. The VEP data including the
cavity temperature, acid temperature in the acid tank, EP
current, applied voltage, and acid flow rate were logged
systematically.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. VEP study with single-cell coupon cavity

The NC-4 was tested first on the single-cell coupon
cavity to understand its effect and optimize the VEP
parameters for the single-cell cavity. An acid solution of
H2SO4 (98 wt %) and HF (55 wt %) in a volumetric ratio of
9∶1 was circulated at 5–10 L=min in the cavity in the
bottom to top direction. Similar to the study performed with
the previous Ninja cathodes [35], another was performed
with the NC-4 to find an adequate cathode rotation speed.
An adequate speed should be able to avoid the accumu-
lation of bubbles on the upper half cell of the cavity to yield
similar currents, which represent a similar removal rate.
The cathode rotation speed was varied from 0 to 50 rpm
in steps of 10 rpm while the top and bottom iris coupon

FIG. 2. (a) Diagram of the nine-cell coupon cavity with the nine coupon positions in the first, fifth, and ninth cells as represented with
the circles on the cavity drawing. The blue circles represent coupons with viewports near the iris positions. The red circles represent the
coupons without viewports at the equator positions. (b) Photographs of one of the iris coupons fixed on the viewport. (c) Equator coupon
with the coupon holder.
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currents were monitored. The viewport near the top iris
was simultaneously observed to confirm the effect of
rotation on accumulation of bubbles. Bubble accumula-
tion in the cell was found to be less with the NC-4
compared to that with the previous model NC-3. This
indicated that bubbles moved mainly inside the cathode
housing. In this case, a cathode rotation speed of 20 rpm
was found to be sufficiently high to stop bubble accu-
mulation on the surface and maintain similar currents for
both iris coupons. The cathode rotation speed of 20 rpm
was opted for further study.
Polarization curves (J�V) were measured for individual

coupons and the cavity. The cavity temperature, cathode
rotation, and acid flow rate were set to be ∼17 °C, 20 rpm,
and 5 − 10 L=min, respectively. The J�V curves for
coupons located at the various positions of the cavity are
shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(c), and the J�V curve for the
average over the cavity is shown in Fig. 4(d). The EP
plateaus were apparently observed for all the coupons and
the cavity. The EP plateaus appeared at a higher voltage for
the iris and equator coupons as compared to that for the
beam pipe coupons. The periodic current oscillations in the

VEP process observed from 15 V onward for all the
coupons and cavity were found to be independent of the
coupon positions and anode-cathode distance. This phe-
nomenon is the same as that reported for HEP and is called
extreme diffusion limited EP [7]. The effect of the cathode
rotation speed and temperature was also observed on the
J�V curves. The EP plateaus for the coupons in the cell,
especially at the equator, shifted toward a higher voltage at
a higher rotation speed and higher temperature. A slight
shift of ∼1.2 V in the EP plateaus of the iris and equator
coupons was noticed due to cathode rotation at 20 rpm. An
EP plateau at ∼25 °C and 50 rpm produced a voltage shift
of more than 3 V compared to that at 17 °C and 20 rpm.
Thus, to maintain a clear EP plateau within 20 V, the cavity
temperature was preferably selected to be below 20 °C with
a cathode rotation of 20 rpm in the VEP process. The effect
of the cavity temperature was systematically studied with
the nine-cell cavity, as shown in Fig. 18 in Sec. III C below.
The shift in the iris and equator coupons compared to the

beam pipe coupons was mainly attributed to a lower electric
field on the Nb surface. The electric field was lowered due
to cathode screening by gas bubbles and a larger distance

FIG. 3. Schematic of the acid and water flow unit used for VEP and water rinsing of the cavity. The dashed lines represent electric lines
connected to the coupons, cavity, and cathode. The arrows indicate the acid flow direction in the VEP process.
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from the cathode especially for the equator. The strong
cathode screening shifts the EP plateaus of the Nb surface
distant from the cathode. This effect was noticed in the
laboratory EP experiment performed for different cathode
to anode surface area ratios as stated above in Sec. II A. The
shift increased with the increase in the cathode rotation
speed. A higher rotation speed enhances the acid flow on
the Nb surface, which might physically impair the diffusion
layer on the Nb surface in the cavity cell. To form an intact
diffusion layer at a higher cathode rotation, a higher voltage
might be required. Additionally, a diffusion layer might
become thinner owing to a higher acid flow speed at a
higher rotation and, thus, result in a rise in the EP current.
The current with the cathode rotation at 20 rpm was ∼15%
higher than that without the cathode rotation. A higher
current at a higher acid flow on a rotating disk electrode
was also observed and ascribed to a thin diffusion layer [10]
and diffusion of a higher concentration of F− [9]. The
increased current makes the screening of the cathode
surface stronger, and the stronger cathode screening further
reduces the electric field on the Nb surface. In comparison
to the NC-3 [35], the plateau appears at a higher voltage
if the same cathode rotation speed of 50 rpm is applied.
However, the NC-4 at 20 rpm showed a similar onset
voltage, at which the plateau starts to appear, to that of the
NC-3 at 50 rpm.
The VEP of the coupon cavity was carried out for an

average removal thickness of 28 μm under the optimized
parameters listed in Table I. The voltage applied in the VEP
process was close to the onset voltage of the plateau in the
J�V curves of the equator coupons. The cavity temper-
ature was uniformly maintained below 16 °C with the water

spray on the exterior surface of the cavity. The removal rate
was estimated to be 0.23 μm=min at an average current
density of ∼17 mA=cm2.
The effect of the applied VEP parameters was confirmed

by observing the coupon surfaces after the VEP with a
scanning electron microscope (SEM). SEM images before
and after VEP are shown in Fig. 5. The surface roughness
Ra and Rz of the coupons was also measured with a
mechanical surface profiler in a scanning length of 2.4 mm.
Ra is an average of the absolute heights of the surface
profile from the mean line, and Rz is defined as the sum of
the average absolute values of the five tallest peaks and five
deepest valleys from the mean line. Typical Ra and Rz of
the as-received coupon surface are 0.6 and 5 μm, respec-
tively. The Ra and Rz of the coupons after the VEP are
shown against the coupon position in Fig. 6. Ra and Rz
at the equator were lower than 0.2 and 1 μm, respectively.
A VEP process performed with the cathode rotation at
50 rpm, a higher temperature (maximum 22 °C), and a
voltage of 14 V made the equator surface slightly rougher,
with Rz of 2 μm. The images and roughness data reveal that

FIG. 4. J�V curves for the coupons (a)–(c) and cavity (d) in the VEP process performed with cathode rotation at 20 rpm, a cavity
temperature of 17 °C, and an acid flow rate of 5–10 L=min. The vertical solid line in each plot represents the start of the EP plateau.

TABLE I. Conditions for VEP conducted for a single-cell
coupon cavity.

Condition Value

Cathode type NC-4
Cathode rotation 20 rpm
Cavity temperature 16 °C (preferably below 20 °C)
Voltage 12.5 V
Acid flow rate 5 − 10 L=min
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the VEP process with the applied parameters yielded
smooth surfaces in all the coupons. The smooth surfaces
in all the coupons were the result of the EP performed in the
plateau region. The surface was as smooth as obtained with
the NC-3 having the partial metallic blades. The smooth
surface validates that the parameters applied in VEP are
appropriate for the single-cell cavity.
The removal thickness at various positions of the cavity

was measured carefully with an ultrasonic thickness gauge.
The removal trend in VEP is compared with that in the
HEP, as shown in Fig. 7. The HEP of the cavity was
conducted in the superconducting rf test facility (STF) at
the KEK, with the STF standard parameters for the single-
cell cavity. In the HEP, a cavity rotation of 1 rpm, acid flow

rate of 5 L=min, maximum cavity temperature of ∼40 °C,
and voltage of 29 V were set. The HEP of the cavity was
performed for an average removal of 39 μm at a removal
rate of 0.24 μm=min. The thickness shown in Fig. 7 is an
average of three measured values on the same position. The
maximum error in the measured thickness appears to be
less than �5 μm. In both EP processes, the removal trends
were symmetric, with the highest removal on both irises.
However, the removal in the cell was better in uniformity,
with less difference in removal thicknesses between the
equator and iris positions in the VEP as compared to that in

FIG. 5. SEM image of the as-received coupon surface without
any surface treatment (top image). SEM images of the coupons
located at the (a) top beam pipe, (b) bottom beam pipe, (c) top iris,
(d) bottom iris, and (e),(f) equator positions for the VEP
performed at 12.5 V, a cathode rotation of 20 rpm, and a
maximum cavity temperature of 16 °C.

FIG. 6. Surface roughness Ra and Rz of the coupon surfaces
after VEP performed at 12.5 V, a cathode rotation of 20 rpm, and
a cavity temperature below 16 °C.

FIG. 7. Trends of the removal thicknesses along the cavity
length in the VEP (a) and HEP (b) processes.
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the HEP. The symmetric removal in the VEP was a
significant improvement over our previous VEP results
[35] and those reported by other labs [28,34,35,43,44].
The symmetric removal in the VEP was expected, as

both iris coupons showed similar currents under the
applied conditions. The symmetric removal trend has
revealed the importance of the meshed housing that
guided bubbles along the cathode, an adequate acid flow
at 5 − 10 L=min that moved the bubbles with a suffi-
ciently high speed to reduce the bubble diffusion into the
cavity cell, and the adequate cathode rotation speed. The
better symmetry with the NC-4 compared to that with
the NC-3 is supposed to be due to the efficient suppres-
sion of bubble accumulation and a slower cathode
rotation speed of 20 rpm. In the case of the NC-3,
bubbles were displaced from the surface only by applying
a higher cathode rotation so as to reduce their residence
time on the surface. The bubbles might be still hitting the
surface. The asymmetry with the NC-3 was also attrib-
uted to the turbulent flow created on the top iris by the
cathode rotation of 50 rpm [35]. The turbulence might
be reduced with NC-4 rotating at a slower rotation of
20 rpm. The higher removal on the irises in both VEP and
HEP processes should not be the result of an electric field
on the irises, because, in VEP, the electric field remains
higher on the beam pipes compared to that near the irises
and equator owing to the proximity of the cathode to the
beam pipes. The electric field on the surface affects only
the onset voltage for the EP plateau in the J�V curves.
The EP current remains independent of the electric
field in the EP plateau region, in which the VEP was
accomplished. A voltage drop may occur mainly in the
diffusion layer on the Nb surface [4,7]. This suggests
that the difference in the electric field should not create
the difference in removal on the equator and irises. The
higher removal on the irises might be related to the
circulating acid in the cavity. The circulating acid flow
might be disrupted at the iris positions to form a higher
speed of the acid near the irises. A higher acid flow on the
irises was evaluated in the simulation for HEP in which
the acid enters to the cavity cell via the cathode pipe and
exits from both beam pipes [45]. Eozenou et al. also
attributed the low removal on the equator in HEP to the
slow acid flow [34]. In VEP, a similar phenomenon might
also occur. A fluid dynamic simulation in the vertical
position of the cavity showed that the acid flow on the
irises changes depending on the cathode design [30]. This
also needs to be verified by simulating the acid flow with
the Ninja cathode. However, the flow speed on the irises
could be minimized with a controlled slow flow rate of
the circulating acid. The better removal uniformity with
less difference between the removal on the irises and
equator in the cavity cell in VEP might arise from the
cathode rotation, which enhances the acid flow on the
cavity cell surface, including the equator.

B. VEP and rf test of single-cell cavity

The VEP result clearly reveals that the optimized VEP
process yields a desired smooth surface and removal
uniformity. The VEP process was applied to a Tesla shape
1.3 GHz Nb single-cell cavity (TB1-TSB02) to evaluate its
rf performance and compare it with a baseline rf result
obtained after the HEP process. The cavity was processed
with HEP in several steps for a total removal thickness of
280 μm including the last two steps for bulk removal of
100 μm and light removal of 20 μm. The cavity was
annealed at 750 °C for 3 h before the final light removal
of 20 μm. The cavity was then baked at 120 °C for 48 h and
tested in a vertical cryostat at 2 K for the baseline rf
performance. The VEP was performed at ∼16.5 V with
almost periodic current oscillations, a cavity temperature of
∼19 °C, a controlled acid flow rate of ∼5 L=min, and a
cathode rotation of 20 rpm for an average removal thick-
ness of 36 μm. The voltage of 16.5 V, which was
sufficiently higher than the onset voltage, was set to avoid
any etching of the equator surface. The current and
temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 8(a). The periodic
current oscillations, which appeared at the same voltage for
all the coupons in the plateau region regardless of the
position, guarantee removal of the entire cavity surface
under the diffusion-limited regime. The periodic current
oscillations might be related to the phenomenon of dif-
fusion of F− ions and its species through the Nb salt film
developed on the Nb surface during the EP process [7,9].
The concentration of F− ions on the Nb surface periodi-
cally changes to remove niobium pentoxide periodically
[2,7]. The removal thickness was measured to observe the
removal trend along the cavity length. The removal thick-
ness in the cell was almost uniform, and the surface
appeared to be smooth. The surface became smoother than
that after the HEP treatment. The surface after the VEP was
observed with an inspection camera known as the Kyoto
camera [46] (see Fig. 8). The improvement in the uniform-
ity compared to that in the coupon cavity is due to a
reduction in the removal on the iris positions. The con-
trolled average acid flow rate of ∼5 L=min in the combi-
nation of the cathode rotation might have improved the acid
flow uniformity on the cavity cell surface to yield uniform
removal in the cell.
Avertical test planned after the VEP for 36 μm could not

be conducted, because a vacuum leak occurred at 100 K in
the cooldown process in the cryostat. The gas pressure in
the cavity increased to be more than 1 × 10−2 Pa, the
maximum pressure limit for the ion pump operation and
pressure measurement. The cavity was annealed at 750 °C
to reset the surface, followed by VEP for 10 μm removal
under the same EP conditions. The cavity was baked at
120 °C for 48 h before it was tested at 2 K in the cryostat.
The cavity achieved an accelerating gradient of 31 MV=m
at Q0 of 9 × 109 limited by quench. The rf performance
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after the VEP process was as good as that achieved after the
HEP process (see Fig. 9).
The surface and rf results show that the optimized VEP

process with the Ninja cathode is promising for single-cell
cavities and could be an alternative for the HEP process.

C. VEP study with nine-cell cavities

1. VEP with initial parameters

A dedicated NC-4 was also prepared for VEP treatments
of nine-cell cavities. A Tesla shape nine-cell cavity (TB9-
TSB02), which was previously treated with HEP for 100 μm

removal, was treated with VEP under initial parameters
similar to those optimized with the single-cell cavity. The
applied parameters for VEP are listed in Table II. An average
current density of 22 mA=cm2 was recorded. The VEP was
performed for an average removal of 51 μm with a removal
rate of 0.28 μm=min.
An optical inspection of the equator surface was carried

out with the Kyoto camera. The images of the equator
surface in all the cells are shown in Fig. 10. Although the
entire exterior cavity surface has a uniform temperature
maintained with the water spray, it was interesting to
observe that the equator surface was rougher only in the
top four cells (cells 1–4). The roughness increased toward
the top cell.
The removal trend in the VEP in Fig. 11 shows strong

nonuniform removal along the cavity length and within the
top five cells. The excessive removal was measured in the
upper half of the top five cells. TheVEPparameters optimized
with the single-cell cavity were found to be inappropriate
for VEP of the nine-cell scale cavity to yield the desired EPed
surface and removal uniformity for the entire cavity.However,
these parameters seem to provide a smooth surface and
uniform removal for a four-cell scale cavity.

FIG. 8. Current, voltage, and temperature profiles (a) an optical image of the equator weld surface (b) obtained with the Kyoto camera,
and the removal thickness trend (c) in the VEP performed for 36 μm average removal.

FIG. 9. Comparison of the quality factor (Q0) versus accel-
erating field (Eacc) curves measured at 2 K after VEP and HEP of
a Tesla-shape 1.3 GHz single-cell Nb cavity. SRF tests were
conducted after HEP performed for bulk removal and final light
removal of 20 μm, and VEP performed for removal of 36 μm and
final light removal of 10 μm. Baking at 120 °C for 48 h was
applied after the final light removals.

TABLE II. Initial VEP conditions applied to the nine-cell cavity
TB9-TSB02.

Condition Value

Cathode type NC-4
Cathode rotation 20 rpm
Cavity temperature 15–22 °C
Voltage 15 V
Acid flow rate ∼5 L=min
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The etched rough surface of the equator in the top four
cells should be the result of a low electric field due to
the strong cathode screening by a large quantity of H2 gas

bubbles. The surface was removed in the etching region
instead of the plateau region in the J�V curve. The etching
was not caused by the temperature, because the temperature
of the entire cavity was uniformly maintained. Bubbles
were not only present in the cathode housing, but they
probably diffused and accumulated in the upper cavity cell,
which led to the strongly asymmetric removal.

2. Parametric study with nine-cell coupon cavity

AVEP parametric study was carried out with the nine-
cell coupon cavity to reveal the effect of cathode rotation,
acid flow rate, temperature, and applied voltage on multi-
cell cavities. Coupon currents were recorded as a function
of the voltage and time under different conditions. The
coupon currents shown in Fig. 12 were recorded for the
acid flow rate of ∼5 L=min in the cavity and at a cavity
temperature of ∼15 °C. The equator and both iris coupon
currents in the center and bottom cells were remarkably
similar. The top iris coupon current in the top cell increased
after 30–40 s of turning on the voltage and remained higher
compared to the bottom iris and equator coupon currents in
the cell. The top iris viewport in the top cell was observed,
and videos were recorded from the viewport during the
current measurements. The current increase was synchron-
ized with the bubble accumulation on the viewport. The
bubble density at the top side of the cathode housing was
so high that the bubbles diffused from the housing to the
upper cells of the cavity via the meshed sheet. As there was
a large quantity of bubbles in the cell, the cathode rotation
at 20 rpm could not make the coupon currents similar.
However, it reduced the current difference.

FIG. 10. Optical images of the equator surfaces after the VEP performed with initial parameters which were similar to those optimized
for the single-cell cavity. Cell 1 represents the top cell in the VEP process. All the images have the same size of 12 × 9 mm.

FIG. 11. Removal thickness along the cavity length in the VEP
performed with parameters similar to those optimized for the
single-cell cavity. The solid points in the schematic on the left
show the positions where the thicknesses were measured. The
vertical solid line shows the average removal thickness.
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As the 1.3 GHz nine-cell cavity has a high aspect ratio
between the cavity length (∼1270 mm long) and iris
diameter (∼73 mm), bubble removal from the cathode
housing is slow. To remove the bubbles rapidly along
the cathode with reduced diffusion from the cathode to
the cavity and accumulation in the upper cavity cells, a
novel acid flow technique called the dual-flow technique
was developed. In this technique, an additional inlet was
prepared to flow acid intentionally in the cathode housing.
The acid inlet line was bifurcated to flow acid separately in
the cavity and the cathode housing. The inlet system was
designed with valves and flow meters to adjust the flow
rates for the two lines, as shown in Fig. 3. Hereafter, the
usual acid flow from the single inlet is called the single
flow. The single and dual flows are illustrated by the
schematics in Fig. 13.
The coupon currents and viewports were observed under

different acid flow rates in the cavity and cathode housing.
The applied flow conditions are listed in Table III. In the
first three tests in the table, the flow rates in the cathode
housing were set at 5, 10, and 20 L=min, whereas the flow
rate in the cavity was set to be ∼5 L=min. The coupon

currents in the top cell under these conditions are shown in
Fig. 14. The top iris coupon current was measured to be
higher than the equator and bottom iris coupon currents
when the flow rate in the cathode housing was ∼5 L=min.
The top iris coupon current became remarkably similar
to those of the other two coupons at the flow rate of
∼10 L=min. A higher flow rate of 20 L=min further
enhanced the top iris coupon current. The adequate flow
rate of ∼10 L=min in the cathode housing and ∼5 L=min
in the cavity (a total flow rate of ∼15 L=min) significantly
reduced the bubble accumulation in the top cell. Two
pictures of the viewport located near the top iris in the top
cell are shown for the single flow at 5 L=min and dual flow
at the adequate flow rates in Fig. 15. The lower brightness
of the backlight on the viewport in Fig. 15(a) was the result
of the exceptionally large quantity of gas bubbles accu-
mulated in the top cell.
The last two tests presented in Table III were conducted

to compare the impact of the single and dual flow on the
coupon currents without cathode rotation. In these tests, the
single and dual flow were applied at the same total flow rate
of 15 L=min. The coupon currents in the top cell are shown

FIG. 12. Coupon currents in the top, center, and bottom cells at 0 (left) and 20 rpm (right). The acid flow was circulated at 5 L=min,
and the cavity temperature was set at ∼15 °C in both tests.
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in Fig. 16. The difference between the top and bottom
iris coupon currents was higher in the single flow.
The result clearly shows that the dual flow is effective to
yield similar coupon currents, which could be due to the
efficient removal of bubbles from the cathode housing. A
current difference in the dual flow at 0 rpm was also seen,
because a small quantity of bubbles was always present in
the cavity owing to the circulation of bubbles from the acid
tank. A slight diffusion of bubbles from the cathode
housing to the cavity might also occur. However, the
bubble diffusion might be not strong, because a similar
difference in the top and bottom iris coupon currents was
noticed, even in the bottom cell. The effect of the dual flow
was also monitored with a transparent plastic cavity, where
a viscous colored liquid was flowed at different flow rates
in the cathode housing while keeping a constant flow
rate in the cavity. The colored liquid was flowing faster at a
higher flow rate with a slight diffusion of the color
in the cavity. The single acid flow with a higher flow rate
might reduce the bubble accumulation in the cavity and
make the currents similar. In this study, we have chosen the
dual-flow method to be employed for the processing of the
nine-cell cavity, because the effect of the dual flow was
evident.
J�V curves were obtained for the coupons and the

cavity at a cathode rotation of 20 rpm, a temperature of
∼15 °C, and with the optimized dual flow, as shown in

FIG. 13. Schematics of acid flow. Single flow (left): The acid
flow in the cavity with no intentional flow in the cathode housing.
Dual flow (right): The acid in the cavity and cathode housing
using two different inlets. The red wide arrows represent the acid
flow in the cathode housing.

FIG. 14. Coupon currents in the top cell at a cathode rotation
of 20 rpm, a cavity temperature of ∼15 °C, and under the dual-
flow condition, where the acid in the cavity is flowed at a rate
of 5 L=min and in the cathode housing at 5 (a), 10 (b), and
20 L=min (c).

FIG. 15. Two pictures of the viewport near the top iris in the
top cell during VEP performed with (a) single flow at 5 L=min
and (b) dual flow at 5 L=min in the cavity and 10 L=min in the
cathode housing. The cathode rotation was set at 20 rpm. The
lower brightness of backlight in (a) is caused by the excep-
tionally large quantity of bubbles in the cell. The size of the
viewport is 25 × 25 mm.
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Fig. 17. Similar to the single-cell cavity, the equator
coupons have EP plateaus at a higher voltage compared
to those for the iris coupons. The shift in the EP plateau for
the equator position in the upper cells was comparatively
larger.
The larger shift in the EP plateau at the equator in the top

cell is also explained by the screening effect caused by the
gas bubbles in the upper side of the cavity. The bubble
density was obviously higher in the upper part of the
cathode. The equator coupon current in the top cell was
found to be more scattered with the single flow of
5 L=min, with which the bubble quantity was larger.
The shift in the EP plateaus for the iris coupons in the
top cell was not significant, because the iris coupons were
closer to the cathode as compared to the equator ones.
The effect of the temperature was evaluated by observing

the J�V curves for the coupons and cavity at different
cavity temperatures of 13, 18, and 23 °C. The cathode

rotation was set at 20 rpm, and the optimized dual flow was
maintained during the tests. The EP plateaus for all the
coupons shifted to a higher voltage side when the cavity
temperature increased. The onset voltage for the EP plateau
is shown against the cavity surface temperature in Fig. 18.
The onset voltage for the equator coupons in the bottom
and center cells linearly increased with the cavity temper-
ature, whereas the onset voltage for the equator coupon
in the top cell deviated from the linearity with a signifi-
cantly higher value at a higher temperature. The nonlinear
behavior was slightly reflected in the onset voltage for the
cavity. The onset voltage for the cavity was found to be
lower than that for the equator in the top cell. This reflects
that the J�V curve for the cavity does not show the correct
onset voltage for the entire surface of the cavity. In this
respect, the study with the nine-cell coupon cavity becomes
important for finding an optimized voltage, which should
be high enough for carrying out VEP for the entire cavity
surface within the plateau region.
In a laboratory EP experiment performed for a small Nb

sample [38], a shift in the EP plateau was not reported even
up to a temperature of 39 °C. It may be due to no
accumulation of gas bubbles around the cathode in beaker
experiments, as the gas bubbles easily disperse in a beaker
of a large volume. The shift in the plateaus in VEP is likely
to be due to accumulation of gas bubbles in the cathode
housing, where the gas bubbles screen the cathode surface
to diminish the electric field. The higher temperature
promoted the number density of gas bubbles in the cathode
housing to enhance the onset voltage at a higher temper-
ature. The average cavity current, which proportionally
enhances the number of bubbles, was around 70% higher at
23 °C compared to that at 13 °C. The number density of gas
bubbles is supposed to be the largest in the top cell.
Therefore, the onset voltage in top cell showed nonlinear
behavior with the cavity temperature. The results and
discussion given here explain the results of the previous
VEP performed for the cavity TB9-TSB02 with initial
parameters (shown in Sec. III C 1). Obviously, according
to the data in Fig. 18, the applied voltage in the VEP for
TB9-TSB02 was lower than the onset voltage in the upper
cells. This reveals that the rough surface of the upper cells
of the TB9-TSB02 cavity are likely to be due to deterio-
rated EP conditions at the insufficient applied voltage.
Based on the above study, the cavity temperature of ∼15 °C
was considered to be an optimized value to maintain the EP
plateau well within 20 V. The operating temperature can be
varied if the HF concentration is changed. A lower HF
concentration reduces the total EP current [47] and, hence,
lowers the screening effect. Therefore, it is possible to
increase the operating temperature for VEP with a lower
concentration of HF to maintain a similar current density
of ∼15 mA=cm2.
The effect of VEP time was also observed on the coupon

currents and accumulation of bubbles in the cavity cells.

TABLE III. Conditions of acid flow in the nine-cell cavity and
cathode housing under dual flow.

Flow rate (L=min)

S. no. Cavity Cathode housing Cathode rotation (rpm)

1 5 5 20
2 5 10 20
3 5 20 20
4 15 No intentional flow 0
5 5 10 0

FIG. 16. Coupon currents in the top cell with single flow and
dual flow at a cathode rotation of 0 rpm, cavity temperature of
∼15 °C, and total flow rate of 15 L=min. (a) Single flow at
15 L=min and (b) dual flow at 5 L=min in the cavity and
10 L=min in the cathode housing.
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The top iris coupon current in the bottom cell started
increasing after 3 min of continuous VEP. It was monitored
from the viewports that bubbles returned from the acid tank
to the cavity. The returning bubbles accumulated in the
bottom cell and enhanced the top iris coupon current in the
cell. The circulation of bubbles occurred due to the small
size of the acid tank, which had a capacity of 70 L. When
the acid is flowed at 15 L=min during VEP, the generated
bubbles accumulate in the tank and finally move back to the
cavity. This phenomenon was not noticed at a slower acid

flow rate of less than 10 L=min. The bubbles in the tank
had sufficient time to be discharged from the acid at
the slow flow rate. To reduce the bubble circulation at
15 L=min, on-off voltage cycles with on and off periods of
3 min were preferred for VEP.
VEP of the coupon cavity was performed with the dual-

flow technique and the optimized parameters based on the
above-mentioned parametric studies. The applied parame-
ters for the VEP are listed in Table IV. A voltage (17.5 V)
was applied with on-off cycles, where the on and off times
were set to be 3 min. The cavity temperature was main-
tained well below 15 °C during the VEP test that lasted
approximately 4 h, including the voltage-off period.
Figure 19 shows the current and cavity temperature for
two voltage cycles. The surface was EPed for an average
removal of 25 μm. The EP rate calculated from the
integrated current with the consideration of the total time,
including the voltage-off period, was 0.09 μm=min.

FIG. 17. Polarization (J�V) curves measured for the coupons in the top cell (a), center cell (b), bottom cell (c), and the cavity (d).
Cathode rotation of 20 rpm and the optimized dual-flow condition were set during the measurement. The cavity temperature was
uniformly maintained at ∼15 °C.

FIG. 18. Onset voltage, representing the minimum voltage at
which the EP plateau appears, against the cavity surface temper-
ature for the equator coupons and cavity. The tests were
conducted with a cathode rotation of 20 rpm and optimized
dual-flow condition.

TABLE IV. Parameters applied for VEP of the nine-cell coupon
cavity.

Condition Value

Acid flow type Dual flow
Flow rate in cathode housing 10 L=min
Flow rate in cavity 5 L=min
Cathode type NC-4
Cathode rotation 20 rpm
Cavity temperature <15 °C
Voltage 17.5 V
Voltage-on or -off period 3=3 min
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The coupon surfaces after the VEP appeared smooth and
lustrous in a visual inspection. The coupon surfaces, which
represent the cavity surface at the coupon positions, were
studied with SEM and the surface profiler to compare the
surface state at different positions of the cavity. The SEM
images and the roughness (Ra and Rz) of the coupon
surfaces are shown in Figs. 20 and 21, respectively. The
images and roughness values reveal that the coupon
surfaces in the upper cells were comparatively rougher
than the surfaces in the bottom cell. Fine bubble traces were
observed on the top iris coupon surfaces of the upper cells.
The fine bubble traces seem to be responsible for the higher

roughness of the iris coupons in the top and center cells.
However, these traces were not as deep as they usually are,
with Rz of more than 10 μm after a VEP process performed
with the conventional rod cathode [35]. In each voltage-on
period of 3 min, the current was higher for less than 15 s,
followed by a constant current. When the voltage is turned
on, it takes some time in the formation of the diffusion layer
for EP under the current limiting condition. All nine
coupon surfaces might experience etching for less than
15 s in the absence of a diffusion layer and subsequent EP
for the remaining period. As the EP time duration was
much longer than the etching duration, the impact of the

FIG. 19. Current, temperature, and voltage profiles in VEP of
the nine-cell coupon cavity under a dual flow of acid and at a
cathode rotation of 20 rpm.

FIG. 20. SEM images of the coupons from the nine-cell coupon cavity after VEP performed for average removal of 25 μm with the
dual-flow method, a cathode rotation of 20 rpm, and a cavity temperature of ∼15 °C.

FIG. 21. Roughness Ra and Rz of the nine coupon surfaces
after the VEP performed for an average removal thickness of
∼25 μm.
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etching in the roughness might be not significant. The
slightly rough equator surfaces in the upper cells indicated
that the cathode screening effect was stronger in the upper
side. An even higher voltage might overcome the effect of
cathode screening to make the equator surface smoother
in the upper cells. A larger acid tank with a capacity of a
few hundred liters could reduce the circulating bubbles
in the cavity, and a higher cathode rotation speed, e.g., 30–
50 rpm, displaces the bubbles sticking on the surface. As a
result of this, a smoother surface of the top iris is expected.
The effect of 50 rpm has been already confirmed to displace
bubbles from the upper half cell surface of the single-cell
cavity [35]. The higher rotation will shift the EP plateaus
by 1–2 V to the higher-voltage side. However, it can be
compensated by applying a higher voltage. The large
capacity tank will also make it possible to perform VEP
continuously, without the voltage-off period. This will
prevent the partial etching of the surface at the voltage
turn-on in the voltage cycles. The continuous VEP will also
double the EP rate, to 0.18 μm=min, which is necessary for
mass production.

3. Comparison of surface morphology
and removal with HEP

A further study of the removal and surface morphology,
in comparison to those obtained with HEP, was performed.
Three 1.3 GHz Tesla shapelike nine-cell cavities were
processed with VEP and HEP, as presented in Table V. The
cavities (TB9-TSB02 and TB9-TSB01) were processed
with VEP using the parameters optimized with the nine-cell
coupon cavity. The voltage was slightly enhanced to 18.5 V
in these VEP processes. The cavity TB9-TSB02 was
pretreated with VEP under initial conditions as shown in
Sec. III C 1, whereas the cavity TB9-TSB01 was pretreated
with the standard HEP process in the STF/KEK. The
cavity TB9-MHI01 was treated with HEP in the STF at
the KEK. The removal rate with HEP was calculated to be
0.28 μm=min, which was higher than the 0.1 μm=min rate
in the VEP performed with the on-off voltage cycles.
However, VEP has an advantage over HEP in terms of a
higher removal rate if the same temperature of ∼15 °C is
used in both EP processes. The low-temperature EP is
preferred to improve the surface smoothness [48] and
reduce H2 absorption in Nb bulk [49].

The removal trends were measured in the current VEP
and HEP treatments of the three cavities. These three
measurements are for different total removal amounts but
provide general removal trends. The removal trends are
compared in Fig. 22. In the VEP, the top iris showed higher
removal compared to that on the bottom iris and equator in
each cell. The difference in removal between the irises
increases in the upper cells. In comparison to the removal
trend shown in Fig. 11, the removal asymmetry was larger
in the bottom four cells. However, the removal uniformity
along the cavity in the VEP performed with the optimized
parameters significantly improved as compared to the
removal trend shown in Fig. 11. In HEP, the removal
thickness at the irises was approximately twice that at the
equator. Similar nonuniformity in HEP has been reported
by other laboratories [50]. The irises of the center cell show
higher removal compared to those of the other cells. The
maximum removal difference in the HEP and VEP remains
similar except the asymmetric removal in the cavity cells
in VEP.
The asymmetry within the cells is supposed to be due to

the bubbles, which were residing on the surface for a longer
time and were not influenced by the cathode rotation at
20 rpm. These bubbles moved from the tank to the cavity,
even in the voltage-off period, as the acid was continuously
flowing during the VEP process, although the voltage-off
period reduced the bubble circulation significantly. Given
that the circulating bubbles enter from the bottom side,
the removal asymmetry was also observed in the bottom
cells. The removal in the four bottom cells was better in
uniformity in the VEP performed with an acid flow rate of
5 L=min, because bubble circulation was not seen at a
slower flow rate. A small quantity of bubbles might also
diffuse from the cathode housing to the cavity via the mesh
covering the cathode housing. The diffusing bubbles might
also contribute to the higher removal of the top irises. Both
phenomena, circulating bubbles and bubble diffusion from
the cathode housing, need to be separated. This can be
accomplished when the circulation of bubbles is prevented
by using a larger capacity of the acid tank. As stated above,
a higher cathode rotation speed could displace the bubbles
from the surface to stop the formation of bubble traces. It
may also reduce the removal asymmetry in the cell. The
higher removal on the irises of the nine-cell cavity in HEP
is similar to that observed in the single-cell cavity.

TABLE V. Details of the HEP and VEP treatments applied to three nine-cell cavities used for a comparison of removal trends and
surface morphologies.

Cavities Pretreatment Current treatment EP parameters for current treatment

TB9-TSB02 VEP (51 μm) VEP (20 μm) See Table IV (voltage, 18.5 V)
TB9-TSB01 HEP (100þ 30 μm) VEP (100 μm) See Table IV (voltage, 18.5 V)
TB9-MHI01 HEP sequences HEP (40 μm) Acid flow rate, 15 L=min; cavity temperature, 22–25 °C;

voltage, 19 V; cavity rotation, 1 rpm
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Furthermore, in the nine-cell cavity, the higher removal on
the irises might be related to a higher acid flow on them.
The equator surfaces before and after the VEP performed

with the optimized parameters were compared. The etched
equator surface in the top cells of the TB9-TSB02 cavity
turned out to be smoother after the VEP performed with the
optimized conditions. Figure 23 shows the surfaces at the
same equator positions of the TB9-TSB01 cavity before
and after the bulk removal in the VEP, where the surface
before the VEP represents the HEP treated surface. The
surfaces in all the cells after the VEP were found to be
similar to the initial HEPed surface. The smooth surface
confirms that the parameters optimized with the coupon
cavity are applicable to bulk removal.

4. Field flatness

Every cell of a multicell cavity needs to be tuned at the
designed resonant frequency to attain the same field in the
cavity cells for the maximum accelerating field [1]. In this
study, the field flatness was measured using the bead-pull
method for the TB9-TSB02 and TB9-TSB01 cavities
treated with VEP using the initial and optimized param-
eters. The field flatness before and after the VEP treatments
is summarized in Table VI. The results reveal that the field
flatness was significantly degraded after the VEP per-
formed with initial parameters. The degradation in the field
flatness might be related to the asymmetric and higher
average removal as measured in the top five cells of the

FIG. 23. Equator surfaces in the top, center, and bottom cells
of the TB9-TSB01 cavity before (left images) and after (right
images) bulk VEP for 100 μm removal. The same positions of
the equator are compared. Cell 1 represents the top cell. All the
images have the same scale.

FIG. 22. Removal trends along the cavity length with VEP (a),(b) and with HEP (c) of nine-cell cavities. The solid dots on the
schematic at the left represent the positions of thickness measurement. The vertical lines represent the average removal of the cavities.
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TB9-TSB02 cavity. The maximum reduction in the field
amplitude of the order of ∼25% was observed in the top
cell, which was EPed with strongly asymmetric and higher
average removal than that in the lower cells. The flatness
was reduced only by a few percent, even after the bulk
removal of 100 μm in VEP performed with the optimized
parameters. Such degradation is also observed after the
bulk removal with HEP treatments and was attributed to the
higher average removal in the end cells [51]. The field
flatness was not altered after the light removal of 10 and
20 μm in VEP. In the case of the low average removal of
20 μm in VEP, all the cells show a similar removal trend,
with almost similar average removal in each cell [see
Fig. 22(b)]. This similar removal in each cell might result
in the unaltered field flatness after VEP for 10 and 20 μm
removal. This suggests that, like in cavity treatment with
HEP [49], a light removal of ∼20 μm could be chosen for
the final treatment of the cavities with VEP to avoid
degradation in the field flatness.

D. rf test of TB9-TSB01 cavity

Avertical test of the TB9-TSB01 cavity for measurement
of the SRF performance at 2 K was carried out after the
sequence of three VEP steps for 100, 20, and 10 μm
removal. The VEP was conducted with the optimized

parameters. The cavity was annealed at 750 °C after 100
and 20 μm removal. The cavity was treated for light
removal of 10 μm followed by high-pressure water rinsing
(HPR) and baking at 120 °C for 48 h before the vertical test
was performed. The maximum Eacc of 28.3 MV=m and a
Q0 value of 6.7 × 109 were achieved in the π mode. TheQ0

(Eacc) performance is compared with the baseline rf
performance obtained after the HEP treatment and
120 °C baking of the same cavity (see Fig. 24). In the
HEP process also, the cavity was EPed for bulk removal of
100 μm followed by annealing at 750 °C, light removal of
30 μm, HPR, and baking at 120 °C. The cavity after the
VEP treatment showed the same performance as that
achieved after the HEP treatment. In both tests, the cavity
performance was limited by the quench that occurred at
different positions.

IV. CONCLUSION

The present parametric study was performed using a
unique cathode with single- and nine-cell coupon cavities
to optimize the VEP parameters with the aim to attain a
uniform removal and smooth surface in the interior of the
cavities. The cathode designed with the meshed housing
along with optimized parameters including voltage, tem-
perature, acid flow rate, and cathode rotation speed resulted
in the desired smooth surface and uniform removal in the
single-cell cavities. The single-cell cavity (TB1-TSB02)
tested in the vertical cryostat showed the same rf perfor-
mance as that achieved after the standard HEP method.
However, the parameters optimized for the single-cell
cavity yielded a strongly asymmetric removal and a rough
surface in the upper cells of the nine-cell cavity. The
removal in the upper cells was the result of etching rather
than of a diffusion process. The results revealed the
existence of strong screening of the cathode surface by
the exceptionally large quantity of bubbles in the upper part
of the cathode housing and upper cells of the cavity. To
remove the H2 gas bubbles efficiently from the nine-cell
cavity, the dual-flow method was applied to flow the acid in
the cathode housing and cavity separately. The flow rates
of 10 L=min in the cathode housing and 5 L=min in the
cavity were optimized while observing the coupon currents,
mainly in the top cell. Additionally, the on-off voltage
cycles with the same on and off periods of 3 min were

TABLE VI. Field flatness of the cavity after VEP of TB9-TSB02 and TB9-TSB01 cavities under initial and
optimized VEP conditions.

Cavity VEP condition
Removal

thickness (μm)
Field flatness

before VEP (%)
Field flatness
after VEP (%)

TB9-TSB02 Initial 51 91 67
TB9-TSB02 Optimized 20 97 98
TB9-TSB01 Optimized 100 95 91
TB9-TSB01 Optimized 10 99 99

FIG. 24. SRF performances (Q0 versus Eacc curves) of cavity
TB9-TSB01 at 2 K in vertical tests after an average removal of
130 μm, including bulk and light removals, in both HEP and VEP
processes. The tests were performed after post-light EP baking at
120 °C for 48 h.
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chosen for VEP where the off-voltage period was found
necessary to reduce the gas bubbles returning from the acid
tank to the cavity. The asymmetric removal and surface
roughness were significantly lowered with the dual-flow
method, along with the optimized temperature and voltage
required for a diffusion-limited removal. The nine-cell
cavity TB9-TSB01 after bulk and light removals with
the VEP process showed as good of a superconducting
rf performance at 2 K as that achieved after the HEP
process of the same cavity. The results are promising and
reveal that the VEP process could be an alternative
technique of the standard HEP technique for 1.3 GHz
nine-cell Nb SRF cavities. The smooth surface and good
SRF performance after VEP for the bulk removal, which
was enough to initialize the surface, show that a pristine
cavity can be processed with the VEP parameters optimized
in this work. However, the removal rate, which is
∼0:1 μm=min with on-off voltage cycles, needs to be
improved to make the VEP process feasible for mass
production. More experiments are planned with a larger
capacity of the acid tank, which can stop the circulation of
bubbles. A continuous voltage could be applied once the
bubble circulation is stopped. A VEP operation with
continuous voltage would obviously double the removal
rate. Further improvement in the removal uniformity and
surface smoothening in the nine-cell cavity is also expected
with the larger tank in combination with a higher cathode
rotation speed and a higher voltage.
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